“Where Rock Gods
Go to Play”
At Studio Dancini we don’t just set the standard for mixing and mastering, we raise the bar
every time.
We have some of the best mixing and mastering engineers from around the world that have
worked with musicians worldwide. We know how to make your first or hundredth song a
polished studio radio-worthy mix.
Every song is different, and our producers and mixing and mastering engineers treat each
song as such.
We take pride in the work we do, and we will bring the best out of mastering your song, no
matter what the genre.
You will receive a top grade professional sounding track that will leave you blown away.
We give every song the due diligence it deserves at Studio Dancini, as well as a fresh creative
take from our expert engineers.
No matter how big or small your project is we treat every artist, new independent or
seasoned pro, the same. We bring the best out of each artist.
Let us bring your vision and idea into a polished masterpiece.
You have a vision, we have the method and expertise and some of the best ears, styles and
creative staff of producers, studio guns, session musicians and a creative design team that
will knock your socks off. Together we can create a masterpiece and bring your vision or
idea to life. Mind blown.

Our clients and their music are part of the growing musical revolution, and we are honored
to be a part of it.
Request A Free Consultation.
For an independent recording artist or aspiring musician or songwriter, production can be
a hard road. All of us at Studio Dancini have been there; we understand the hurdles and
expenses of producing a song. We know how extensive and tedious the process can be, and
that you may incur additional unexpected expenses which can quickly add up. The vast
majority of all music studios charge by the hour, and usually with a minimum.
Additional costs can include the following:








Booking studio time
Additional costs of hiring a producer
Session musicians/ studio guns
Mixing
Mastering
Legal Costs
Copyrights

We are 100% upfront with all of our costs and package pricing. We are not going to nickel
and dime you, and all of our packages are all-inclusive. No tricks, no gimmicks.
Whether this is a studio production, studio recording, mixing and/or mastering, our cost is
fully inclusive and you are 100% the copyright owner of the track.
Yes, We Said Royalty-Free
When you produce a song with Studio Dancini it’s yours, and you get to keep all the royalties.
We are work-for-hire and our services are royalty-free, no matter what the project’s purpose
is.

Want some quality advice from a Studio Dancini Producer?
We have several packages available; we suggest just starting with the basic instrument you
need. This allows you more flexibility should you decide along the way that you’d prefer to
add another instrument now or later down the road.
Book some time now and talk with one the Studio Dancini Team, absolutely free, and let us
help you.
Book Your Consultation Now
Customizable To Your Project’s Needs
Once contact is initiated, we have two specific goals.
• Our initial goal is to prepare a custom proposal that specifically results in the best
arrangement quality possible for your project.
• Our next goal is to make it as budget-friendly as possible, especially for aspiring
independent artists, songwriters or musicians. Our packages range from a basic
starter kit to create a demo, to pricing for the works for our seasoned, successful
professionals.
Because each project is unique, our rates for music arrangement or production services
depend on the specifics of each project.
We offer free initial consultations which allow us to:





Gather all the information and project specifics upfront
Plan the production in its entirety
Offer you our best price possible
Ensure mutual understanding of our process and your goals

We understand that most independent artists do not have a major-record-label budget. At
Studio Dancini we will explore every option to lower the overall cost, and we will
never sacrifice the quality of your final product.
How our remote collaboration process works
Here’s the Studio Dancini method and why we continue to raise the bar.
Step #1 - First and Foremost: Communication.
This is the key to the success of your project. We encourage you to tell us everything about
your vision, idea or upcoming project. Do you have a release schedule? A music deadline?
Please inform us completely about your musical project, your hopes, dreams and
expectations, the sound you want and services you require. This is critical.
With proper, clear and concise communication with all parties involved, we can set the tone
together for an epic masterpiece.
We recommend using our consult with a producer link or the direct contact link to connect
with a producer. Seriously. The more we know, the happier you’ll be with our finished work.
Step #2 - Request a quote or consultation.
We will connect with you within 24 hours, excluding all holidays and weekends.
We guarantee our work and will provide you with our expert recommendations that ensure
the very best optimization of your song's potential, with a free quote and always, zero cost,
obligation or commitment from you for the consultation.
Once our written proposal is accepted, we will work diligently with you to prepare all the
details. Once our goals and expectations are set and clear, we will start to work on your
project. Now your dream can begin its journey.

We provide reviews in every stage of the process.
Step 3 - Download final files.
This is the fun part where we set the guidelines, expectations, and options needed. We
make sure to put you in the driver’s seat.
At every stage of the Studio Dancini process, we provide previews for you to approve or
modify. Once you have approved the final tracks, we will provide you with a download link.
Why work with Studio Dancini:
Because you want the professional studio quality sound of a major record label artist. We’ll
give you that, and always, we deliver radio-worthy quality.
Our music production services provide quality work and have assembled the very best of
music producers/arrangers and studio/session musicians from California, Florida, Texas
and Nashville, as well as our international staff in Brazil, the UK, Germany and Asia.
We have a proven method and track record in creating major-music-label hits.
If you want to hire the best music ghost producers, mix and master engineers available
online, you NEED Studio Dancini!
We will deliver your song and vision on a whole new level that will exceed your wildest
dreams and expectations.
Maximize your song’s appeal and define your sound
Our online e-collab and music production services will dramatically increase the
commercial value and potential of your song. We enable you to successfully pitch or market

your song to radio stations and record labels or sell hard copies or digital platforms
through digital distribution services.
Our clients receive a top notch recording studio quality masterpiece and radio-worthy song
production. This will thrill you and your fans, but most importantly you as an aspiring
independent artist. You are investing in yourself and your dream, and we work hard to ensure
zero money is wasted. We eliminate the unnecessary costs that can incur, as well as cater
to any independent musician’s or artist’s budget.
We offer multiple packaging options: contact us for details.

The Pre-Production Phase
Our arrangement process starts with you. Don’t have audio? You can hum it, whistle it, use
your smart phone and voice memo it. Our team of experts will guide you.
This is your song - and your vision, and your song and your sound define who you are. We
listen first and then diligently create a foundation that signifies your sound, and we build
your masterpiece from there.
The e-collab-rats production phase
Our producers work directly with you to arrange a detailed fully arranged rough cut mix of
what your song will sound like. This allows you the freedom of knowing you are part of the
creative process and part of the magic we feel every time we produce even our own songs.
These are essential and key pieces necessary for independent artists to develop and grow.
We keep you in the process every step of the way. This opens the door to you for any
suggestions or ideas prior to the full blown recording by our studio guns.
Sound like what you need? Inquire here.

Our Services
Mixing Mastering
Guitars
Piano, keyboard, synth
Bass
Drums
Strings
Vocals
Enhanced Audio for Podcasts and Videos
Produce Sound Design For Games Apps, videos, UI, podcasts and more
Create Rap, Trap, Hip Hop, EDM beats

Design Team
Album Covers
Logos
T-Shirts
Lyrical Videos
Music Videos
Facebook, YouTube, Instagram Banners
Ghost Writing
Lyric Services

